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What is new? 

 Branded under Tiger Surveillance 
 New supported VMSes 
 Possibility for Valerus and Flir to do search by cameras/time 

(with the Standard Surveillance Bridge) 
 Mass upgrade of Recording Servers (with the Surveillance 

Bridge Plug-in) 
 Generic search for all VMSes (with the Standard Surveillance 

Bridge) 
 Improved UI 
 Retention period displayed in the UI (with the Standard 

Surveillance Bridge 
 Export of the configuration (easiness to compare settings with 

multitude of recording servers) 
 Various bug fixes and improvements 

I. Intro 

Congratulations on your purchase of the latest version of Tiger Technology’s Surveillance 
Bridge. Surveillance Bridge leverages your VMS (Video Management System) with flexible 
disaster recovery capabilities and/or seamless extension of the recording storage and 
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archive's capacity to an external storage tier. With this latest version we have added some exciting new 
features and made some small bug fixes to make your experience with the product even better. 

 

II. New Features 

 

Branded under Tiger Surveillance 

We created a new brand for our surveillance industry-oriented products – Tiger Surveillance. 
Surveillance Bridge is the main product we have in this area. 

 

New supported VMSes 

The list of supported VMSes keeps growing with each new release of Surveillance Bridge. The most up-
to-date list you can always find on our website: https://tiger-surveillance.com/.  

 

Generic search for all VMSes (with the Standard Surveillance Bridge) 

You will find a new Job Manager application installed together with Surveillance Bridge which allows 
for creating tasks (jobs) for recordings automatic replication/archival/retrieval.  

 

Possibility for Valerus and Flir to do search by cameras/time (with the Standard 
Surveillance Bridge) 

Valerus and Flir are also VMSes supported with our Standard Surveillance Bridge software and 
respectively can use the already mentioned generic search. However, for these two specifically we 
support precise selection of individual cameras and recordings in a specific time range to be 
replicated/archived/retrieved. 

 

Mass upgrade of Recording Servers (with the Surveillance Bridge Plug-in) 

It allows for fast and easy Surveillance Bridge software upgrade of multiple recording servers in one go. 

 

Improved UI 

We made minor improvements in the UI to make your experience with the software easier and even 
more intuitive. 
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Retention period displayed in the UI (with the Surveillance Bridge Plug-in) 

There is information displayed in the Extension section of Surveillance Bridge now, which shows you 
the currently applied retention period in the VMS storage configuration.  

When setting up Extension for the first time, a message will come up reminding you to go adjust your 
storage configuration if needed to take the most out of your Surveillance Bridge software. 

 

Export of the configuration (with the Surveillance Bridge Plug-in) 

Surveillance Bridge now has an export configuration button in the Administration tab which provides 
you with the means to easily export Bridge-related configurations and compare settings between 
multitude of recording servers. 

 

III. Various bug fixes and improvements  

 

As with any release, we made some fixes and stability improvements to make your user experience 
better. 



 

 

 

 

About These Release Notes 
 

The Surveillance Bridge Release Notes list the newest added features, fixed and known issues 
in the latest version of the product. For more information on the different supported features, 
please check out the Surveillance Bridge Administration Guide. 
 
Tiger Surveillance’s web site has the latest product information for further information: 
 
https://www.tiger-surveillance.com/ 
 
Contact a Tiger Surveillance Support representative if you need assistance: 
 
support@tiger-surveillance.com 

 


